Redo Your Bathrooms Fifty Shades Darker for Valentine’s Day
This Valentine’s Day really surprise your loved one-how about giving the gift of updating your
bathrooms! Well maybe not fifty shades darker, but redecorate with the new trending colourDeep Dark Green. There’s nothing quite like modernising tired or outdated bathrooms to put a
smile on a loved one’s face. And there’s nowhere you can buy excellent quality bathrooms
material at a bargain price other than Renovator Auctions.
Deep Dark Green, as opposed to deep, dark Mr. Grey, can seamlessly integrate with many
popular modes of bathrooms décor. But, particularly complements retro, geometrical and
New Nordic styles. Unless you are a particularly talented designer, Deep Dark Green
usually works best if it’s used as a focus feature and teamed with white, pale wooden or
warmer coloured accessories. Or if it is used to introduce an element of the natural world
into urban styled decorating.
Of course, you need to remember one of the best design principles is, if you use a dominating colour, repeat it
in a minor form somewhere else in the same room. And this is where Deep Dark Green usually comes into its
own, as it teams magnificently with the forest green foliage plants that are becoming an essential part of
bathrooms contemporary décor.
You could do the whole ‘renovations’ thing, and Renovator Auctions certainly
usually has a large range of white floating basins, white bathrooms cabinets, and
white floor tiles. But realistically if you want to have this update completed by
Valentine’s Day, you need to get moving on it, so maybe just stick to some small
changes, like wall painting, constructing an eye - drawing focal point, or creating
tiles feature.
Luckily we recently have had a few listings of green glass tiles in our home
improvements catalogue that would be perfect for bathrooms, so you’d
better come in and check out the stock we have before it’s all gone.
If you decide that you’d like to make a green feature wall, then it would be a great
idea to read our blog 15 Renovated Bathrooms Painting Mistakes and How to Avoid Them. Make sure you purchase excellent
quality bathrooms paint, and yes, we do have bargain priced paint listed at Renovator Auctions buildering materials catalogue
from time to time. Always make sure you prepare the wall you’d like to be a feature, and painter’s tape all the edges of the
area you’re going to paint. There’s no quicker way to have a high-quality painting result than by sectioning off areas by using
painter’s tape.
If you’re looking at the calendar and thinking, hmmmm, don’t think I’ve got enough time (or skills) to give our
bathrooms a makeover, maybe we can think of some more, ‘cosmetic approaches’.

Nothing changes the look of white bathrooms quicker than some beautiful Deep Dark Green towels, or small glass bottles or other type of
decorations.
And of course, if you get tied-up and find yourself running around a Kmart
superstore the day before Valentine’s Day – you could always purchase a couple of
‘fall-back’ Valentine’s gifts – some Deep Dark Green foliage plants.
For inspiration, jump onto Houzz and type ‘dark green bathrooms’ into the search
bar – we came up with 9,225 links to photos that have dark green bathrooms
features! That’s how hot ‘Deep Dark Green’ is at the moment.

To view the incredible range of bathrooms accessories and
renovation materials at Renovator Auctions come and visit our
showrooms at 28-34 Orange Grove Road, Liverpool (Warwick
Farm), phone: (02) 9822 7883, fill out the form on our contacts
page, or email us. For even more inspiration and tips like and
follow us on our popular Pinterest and Facebook pages.
* Any items mentioned or shown in pictures might not be available at Renovator Auctions at
the time you visit.
*This blog is general in nature and is ONLY meant to give readers an overview of the subject
matter. Do NOT rely on this information for your specific needs. If you are planning to carry out any renovations to your home or business we highly recommend that you arrange
for an accredited professional to visit your premises to advise on your SPECIFIC requirements.

